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Abstract. The accurate modeling of cascades to unresolved
scales is an important part of the tracer transport component
of dynamical cores of weather and climate models. This pa-
per aims to investigate the ability of the advection schemes
in the National Center for Atmospheric Research’s Commu-
nity Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) to model this cas-
cade. In order to quantify the effects of the different advec-
tion schemes in CAM5, four two-dimensional tracer trans-
port test cases are presented. Three of the tests stretch the
tracer below the scale of coarse resolution grids to ensure
the downscale cascade of tracer variance. These results are
compared with a high resolution reference solution, which is
simulated on a resolution ﬁne enough to resolve the tracer
during the test. The fourth test has two separate ﬂow cells,
and is designed so that any tracer in the western hemisphere
should not pass into the eastern hemisphere. This is to test
whether the diffusion in transport schemes, often in the form
of explicit hyper-diffusion terms or implicit through mono-
tonic limiters, contains unphysical mixing.
An intercomparison of three of the dynamical cores of
the National Center for Atmospheric Research’s Commu-
nity Atmosphere Model version 5 is performed. The results
show that the ﬁnite-volume (CAM-FV) and spectral element
(CAM-SE) dynamical cores model the downscale cascade
of tracer variance better than the semi-Lagrangian transport
scheme of the Eulerian spectral transform core (CAM-EUL).
Each scheme tested produces unphysical mass in the eastern
hemisphere of the separate cells test.
1 Introduction
The role of diffusion in dynamical cores of general circula-
tion models (GCMs) is very complex, as it is often used for
both physical reasons and numerical reasons (Jablonowski
and Williamson, 2011). One area of interest is how dynam-
ical cores represent the effects of subgrid scales. Dynamical
cores generally use a ﬁxed grid of ﬁnite grid spacing, al-
though there are many different types of grids that can be
applied to spherical geometry (Williamson, 2007; Staniforth
and Thuburn, 2012). Any scales smaller than the grid spacing
cannot be represented explicitly in the dynamical core. Due
to the non-linearity of the governing equations small scales
can be generated below the grid scale, and these scales inter-
act with the resolved scales. In this paper we investigate the
cascade to subgrid scales in the tracer transport component
of dynamical cores, focusing on the dynamical cores of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research’s (NCAR) Com-
munity Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) (Neale et al.,
2010).
The transport of tracers is an important process in the at-
mosphere, and needs to be modelled accurately in the dy-
namical cores of general circulation models. Tracer transport
is closely linked to physical parameterizations and chemistry
packages. Errors in chemistry models (Prather et al., 2008),
or even cloud microphysical parameterizations (Ovtchin-
nikov and Easter, 2009) may be due to errors in the tracer
transport scheme.
Tracer advection algorithms are usually tested on sim-
ple test cases, such as constant velocities in one-dimension
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(e.g. Mahlman and Sinclair, 1977; Rood, 1987; Zerroukat
et al., 2005; Colella and Sekora, 2008), or solid-body ro-
tation in two (Williamson et al., 1992) or three dimen-
sions (Jablonowski et al., 2008). More complex, deforma-
tional ﬂow test cases have recently been developed (Nair and
Machenhauer, 2002; Nair and Jablonowski, 2008; Nair and
Lauritzen, 2010; Lauritzen et al., 2012) to provide a more
challenging test on the sphere. Each of these tests either re-
turns the tracer to its starting position or has an analytical
solution, which gives an exact solution that can be used to
calculate error norms and convergence rates. To ensure that
the ﬁnal solution is equal to the initial or analytical solution,
the tracer must be resolved and there must be no cascade
to unresolved scales. These tests are valuable when testing
tracer transport schemes, however, the cascade to unresolved
scales must also be considered. As the atmosphere is highly
non-linear it is possible for tracers to be stretched below the
grid scale. Tracer variance, see Sect. 2.2, is conserved in the
continuous equations, but cascades downscale to unresolved
scales in the discrete case (Thuburn, 2008). The tracer ad-
vection scheme must include some sort of “subgrid model”
to represent the effects of the unresolved scales and prevent
the build up of tracer variance at the grid scale. Usually some
sort of diffusion (either explicit or implicit) is deployed to
damp the tracer features that are being stretched below the
grid scale. This paper will develop prescribed velocity test
cases to investigate the tracer cascade in dynamical cores,
and to assess how well the diffusion in these dynamical cores
models the effects of the subgrid scales.
Many tracer transport algorithms in dynamical cores use
constraints to ensure positivity, or ﬁlling algorithms to ensure
that tracer densities do not become negative. Negative tracer
densities are not physical, and can lead to problems in GCM
physics parameterizations. Flux and slope limiters are often
usedwithﬁnite-volumemethodstotrytoachievemonotonic-
ity. The inherent diffusion from these limiters and constraints
is often used as an implicit “subgrid model” in tracer trans-
port schemes. For example, in the NCAR’s Community At-
mosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) ﬁnite-volume dynamical
core (CAM-FV), it is the implicit diffusion due to monotonic
limiters that dissipates small scale tracer variance (Lin, 2004;
Lin and Rood, 1996). A similar method is also applied in the
ECHAM5 model (Roeckner et al., 2003) of the Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology. In NCAR’s spectral element dy-
namical core (CAM-SE), explicit hyper-diffusion, positivity-
preserving limiters, and monotonic limiters are available
(Taylor et al., 2009), and the CAM-SE default conﬁguration
employs both a fourth-order hyper-diffusion and a positive-
deﬁnite constraint. The UK Met Ofﬁce model uses implicit
diffusion from a semi-Lagrangian scheme with monotonic
limiters (Davis et al., 2005; Zerroukat et al., 2002), although
explicit hyper-diffusion can also be applied. The Nonhy-
drostatic ICosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM) (Satoh
et al., 2008) previously used a second-order centered ﬁnite
difference method; explicit hyper-viscosity was applied to
prevent grid scale noise and a negative ﬁxer was employed
to prevent negative tracer densities (Niwa et al., 2011). This
is currently being replaced with an up-wind biased ﬂux lim-
iter scheme (Niwa et al., 2011; Miura, 2007; Thuburn, 1996);
as with CAM-FV, the inherent diffusion from the ﬂux lim-
iters is used to model the effects of unresolved scales and the
downscale cascade of tracer variance.
In this paper, we discuss ﬁltering the governing equations
to derive equations for resolved scales and subgrid scales
(similar to a large eddy simulation approach Mason, 1994).
We develop test cases to investigate how accurately dynam-
ical cores model the cascade to small scales in tracer trans-
port, and whether the diffusion in these dynamical cores is
physical. The test cases use prescribed velocities, and al-
though the tests are not “dynamic” they are easily applied
to dynamical cores. We perform an intercomparison of the
dynamical cores in CAM, to assess their tracer transport dif-
fusion properties, using these test cases. The governing equa-
tions and the numerical schemes used with the CAM dynam-
ical cores are described in Sect. 2. Our methodology is ex-
plained in Sect. 3, and the tracer test cases are described in
Sect. 4. Section 5 shows the results when using the dynami-
cal cores of CAM, and conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6. We
focus our attention on two-dimensional non-divergent test
cases that generate subgrid scales. Extensions of this work
will be the creation of divergent ﬂow test cases, and a set of
complex three-dimensional tracer transport tests.
2 Governing equations and numerical schemes
2.1 The continuous equations
In two-dimensions, the continuity and tracer conservation
equation are given as
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ ·(ρv) = 0, (1)
∂(ρq)
∂t
+∇ ·(ρvq) = 0, (2)
where t is time, ρ is the ﬂuid density, q is the tracer mixing
ratio and v is the horizontal velocity vector. This gives the
advection equation
∂q
∂t
+v ·∇q = 0. (3)
If the ﬂuid is incompressible, and therefore divergence
free, ∇ ·v = 0, then Eq. (3) can be written in ﬂux form
∂q
∂t
+∇ ·(vq) = 0. (4)
The tests in this paper make use of incompressible ﬂow
with prescribed velocities,and a constant densityρ, implying
that Eqs. (3) and (4) are equivalent.
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2.2 The discrete equations
Equations (1)–(4) are the continuous equations, capturing
all possible scales. The numerical models used for the at-
mosphere are not able to capture all of these scales as they
are discrete. The scales that can be represented on the model
grid are called “resolved” and the scales that cannot be rep-
resented on the grid are called “unresolved” or “subgrid”.
To separate the governing equations into their resolved and
unresolved parts we follow the large eddy simulation tech-
nique of ﬁltering the equations (Mason, 1994; Grinstein et
al., 2007). A ﬁlter separates the variables into their resolved
and unresolved parts
q = ¯ q +q0, (5)
where the bar signiﬁes the spatially ﬁltered part (in this paper
we use an area average), and the prime the unresolved parts.
The ﬁlter can be used to rewrite the continuous equation in
terms of ﬁltered variables and a subgrid term
∂q
∂t
+v ·∇q = v ·∇q −v ·∇q. (6)
Note that although we can separate the variables using
Eq. (5), we do not make use of the prime variables in this
ﬁltered equation. The left hand side of Eq. (6) is the advec-
tion equation composed of resolved scale variables, i.e. the
variables that are available on our computational grid. The
subgrid term is the right hand side of Eq. (6). In atmospheric
modelingthetracertransportschemesolvesthelefthandside
of the equation (resolved scales), while some sort of diffu-
sion (either explicit or implicit in the numerical scheme) is
used to handle the subgrid scales. In many dynamical cores
this diffusion is applied in an ad hoc way, with no physical
motivation (Jablonowski and Williamson, 2011).
Tracer variance is deﬁned as
Z =
Z
A
ρ(q −hqi)2dA, (7)
where hqi is the global mean of q, and dA is an area element
of the domain. In the continuous equation tracer variance is a
conserved quantity. However, in the discrete case tracer vari-
ance is deﬁned as
¯ Z =
Z
A
¯ ρ(¯ q −h¯ qi)2dA, (8)
and is not conserved (due to the right hand side of Eq. (6)).
Tracer variance cascades downscale from large to small
scales, and in the discrete case will cascade from resolved to
unresolved scales (Thuburn, 2008). Therefore, to accurately
model the subgrid terms of the tracer equation, tracer vari-
ance must be dissipated, to avoid the accumulation of tracer
variance at the grid scale.
2.3 Horizontal tracer advection schemes in CAM
Weperformanintercomparisonofthehorizontaltracertrans-
port algorithms in NCAR’s Community Atmosphere Model.
This will demonstrate the ability of the advection algorithms
in CAM to model the downscale cascade of tracer vari-
ance. We use the ﬁnite-volume dynamical core (CAM-FV)
(Lin, 2004), the spectral transform Eulerian dynamical core
with semi-Lagrangian tracer transport (CAM-EUL) and the
spectral element dynamical core (CAM-SE) (Dennis et al.,
2012). This represents the default dynamical core of CAM
versions 4 and 5 (CAM-FV), the previous default of CAM
version 3 (CAM-EUL), and the default dynamical core from
winter 2012 (CAM-SE), of NCAR’s Community Earth Sys-
tem Model (CESM1) (Neale et al., 2010).
The horizontal tracer transport scheme in CAM-FV is
based around solving the tracer conservation Eq. (2) using
the Lin-Rood scheme (Lin and Rood, 1996) on a latitude-
longitude grid. The Lin-Rood scheme makes use of multi-
ple one-dimensional operators to solve the two-dimensional
problem (see Lin and Rood, 1996, 1997). These one-
dimensional operators are the difference of numerical ﬂuxes
(representing the second term in Eq. 4), and there are many
different schemes that can be used to calculate the ﬂuxes
(Kent et al., 2012). The default option in CAM-FV is the
Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM) (Colella and Woodward,
1984) with the “default” limiter (given in Appendix B of Lin,
2004). To highlight the characteristics of certain schemes, we
will also use the following methods to calculate the numeri-
cal ﬂuxes:
– A ﬁrst-order upwind scheme.
– The van Leer scheme with the monotonized central
(MC) limiter (van Leer, 1977).
– The Lax–Wendroff scheme (Lax and Wendroff, 1960).
The ﬁrst-order and van Leer schemes are both diffusive,
and are options in the latest CAM5 release. They are used
in these tests to consider whether diffusion can accurately
capture the cascade to subgrid scales. The Lax–Wendroff
scheme is dispersive and is used to illustrate the effects of a
non-dissipative (to leading order) scheme (note that the Lax–
Wendroff scheme is not available in the standard CAM5).
CAM-FV makes use of a ﬁlling algorithm (Neale et al.,
2010), to ensure that tracer mixing ratios are positive def-
inite. This is because the Lin-Rood scheme does not guar-
antee monotonicity; the Lin-Rood scheme does not properly
limit the cross-terms, and this can lead to small over and un-
dershoots. We make use of the ﬁlling algorithm for each of
the schemes used with CAM-FV, except the Lax–Wendroff
scheme. For CAM-FV on the 2◦ ×2◦ resolution grid, which
corresponds to a grid spacing of about 220km at the equator,
we use a tracer time step of 90s.
The Eulerian spectral transform dynamical core, CAM-
EUL, employs a two-dimensional semi-Lagrangian scheme
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for horizontal tracer transport on a Gaussian grid. The
scheme uses limiters to ensure monotonicity (Williamson
and Rasch, 1989, 1994), and does not apply any explicit
diffusion mechanisms (note that there is implicit diffusion
from the monotonic limiters). CAM-EUL solves the advec-
tive form of the transport Eq. (3). The CAM-EUL grid uses a
spectral triangular truncation of T85 with a 128×256 Gaus-
sian transform grid (giving an approximate equatorial grid
spacing of 156km), and we use a tracer time step of 150s.
CAM-SE makes use of the cubed sphere grid (Sadourny,
1972; Rancic et al., 1996), and is built on the spectral el-
ement approach (Taylor et al., 1997, 2008; Taylor, 2011).
For tracer advection both a sign-preserving limiter (positive-
deﬁnite) and explicit fourth-order hyper-diffusion are ap-
plied (Taylor et al., 2009). The default coefﬁcient for hyper-
diffusion is used (i.e. 6×1015 m4 s−1 on the ne16np4 grid,
which corresponds to a grid spacing of about 200km). A
time step of 90s is used for the ne16np4 grid. To interpo-
late CAM-SE from the cubed sphere to the latitude-longitude
grid, for direct comparison with the other two dynamical
cores, we use the Geometrically Exact Conservative Remap-
ping (GECoRe) (Ullrich et al., 2009) algorithm.
3 Methodology
To determine how accurately a numerical scheme has mod-
elled the subgrid term, a comparison with a “true” solution
needs to be made. Therefore, the tests will be simulated on a
coarse grid to demonstrate how the advection scheme models
the subgrid scales, and also on a grid with adequate resolu-
tiontocaptureallofthescalesprovidingareferencesolution.
The reference solution can be averaged/ﬁltered to the coarse
grid to evaluate the advective scheme’s subgrid model. To
determine the accuracy of the reference solution, the numer-
ical scheme and the grid resolution should be tested on an
already established resolved scale two-dimensional test case.
The deformation test case number 4 given in Nair and Lau-
ritzen (2010) for two-dimensional ﬂow is a suitable example.
The resolution that will be used for calculating the reference
solution in our subgrid scale tests must be the same resolu-
tion that is used when calculating the accuracy of the refer-
ence solution on the deformation test of Nair and Lauritzen
(2010). The deformation test of Nair and Lauritzen (2010)
is designed so that the whole tracer is resolved during the
simulation, and the ﬂow is reversed so that error norms can
be calculated using the initial conditions. The normalized er-
ror norms can be used to give bounds on the accuracy of the
reference solution at the tested resolution, and hence error
bounds on the accuracy of the scheme on these subgrid scale
tracer tests.
The reference solution aims to capture all scales and pro-
vide a solution to the continuous equations, so that the tracer
is resolved at all time (note that there is no molecular dif-
fusion in the continuous equations). Therefore, the tracer
variance of the reference solution should be conserved, as it
is conserved in the continuous case. Any departure from con-
servation of tracer variance in the reference solution can be
used to determine whether the reference solution is resolving
all scales.
Another measure of numerical mixing is the entropy
(Lauritzen and Thuburn, 2012)
Sq = −kB
N X
k=1
qklogqkρk1Ak, (9)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, N is the number of grid
cells, and 1Ak is the area of the grid cell. As the prescribed
velocities in this document are non-divergent, we use ρ equal
to unity in the calculation of the entropy. To successfully
model the downscale cascade to unresolved scales, the nu-
merical schemes must dissipate tracer variance, and therefore
create entropy. To determine how much entropy is generated
by a numerical scheme we use the entropy diagnostic (Lau-
ritzen and Thuburn, 2012)
ls =
Sq −S0
q
S0
q
. (10)
Here, S0
q is the entropy of the initial conditions. For the
reference solution, the tracer should be resolved for the dura-
tion of the simulation and there is no cascade to unresolved
scales. Therefore, entropy should be conserved by the refer-
ence solution and ls = 0 for all time.
In this paper, the reference solution will be calculated
using CAM-FV with PPM and the default limiter with a
0.125◦ ×0.125◦ grid spacing in the longitudinal and lati-
tudinal directions. This corresponds to an equatorial grid
spacing of about 14km. Using this scheme and resolution
on the deformation test case 4 speciﬁed in Nair and Lau-
ritzen (2010) gives a normalized l2 error norm of 0.0005 for
the Gaussian hills initial condition. This demonstrates that
the scheme used to calculate the reference solutions is ac-
curate. For the coarse resolution, we use a 2◦ ×2◦ resolu-
tion (91×180 grid points) for CAM-FV, a spectral triangular
truncation of T85 with a 128×256 Gaussian transform grid
for CAM-EUL, and ne16np4 resolution on the cubed-sphere
grid for CAM-SE. The latter is composed of 16×16 grid
cells on each cubed sphere face, with 4 internal node points,
and is a similar resolution to 2◦×2◦ on the latitude-longitude
grid. CAM-SE is then interpolated onto the 2◦ ×2◦ latitude-
longitude grid using GECoRe. Note that for calculating error
norms, the reference solution is averaged to the speciﬁc grid
that each dynamical core uses (e.g. 2◦×2◦ latitude-longitude
grid for CAM-FV, the 128×256 Gaussian transform grid for
CAM-EUL, and 2◦ ×2◦ latitude-longitude for the GECoRe
remapped CAM-SE).
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Fig. 1. Test 1, (a) initial tracer, (b) the CAM-FV reference solution at t = T/2 on the 0.125◦ ×0.125◦ grid, (c) the zonal velocity u, (d) the
reference solution at t = T, (e) the reference solution averaged onto the coarse 2◦ ×2◦ resolution grid at time t = T, and (f) the meridional
velocity, v.
4 Two-dimensional test cases
Theaimofthesetestsistodeterminehowwellagivenadvec-
tion scheme captures the downscale cascade of tracer vari-
anceandmodelsthesubgridscalesoftheadvectionequation.
Therefore, any explicit diffusion terms normally used with
the advection scheme in a model, such as hyper-diffusion, is
included when running the tests.
For non-divergent ﬂow we can deﬁne the velocities in
terms of the streamfunction ψ, where, on the sphere,
u(λ,φ) = −
1
R
∂ψ
∂φ
, (11)
v(λ,φ) =
1
Rcosφ
∂ψ
∂λ
, (12)
and φ is the latitude, λ is the longitude and R is the radius of
the sphere.
4.1 Small scale tests
Test 1
The ﬁrst test is designed to stretch the tracer below the grid
scale of the coarse resolution grid. This test is designed so
that a large part of the tracer is still resolved during the test,
and this is advected around the equator. This test demon-
strates the ability of the numerical schemes to model both re-
solved scale features and the cascade to unresolved scales on
the same tracer. The streamfunction and velocities are given
by
ψ(λ,φ) =
1
2
RKsin(2φ) (13)
+
1
4
RKcos(λ)sin(2φ)cos(φ),
u(λ,φ) = Kcos(2φ) (14)
−
1
4
Kcos(λ)(2cos(2φ)cos(φ)−sin(2φ)sin(φ)),
v(λ,φ) = −
1
4
Ksin(λ)sin(2φ), (15)
with K = 8R/T, R is the radius of the sphere and T is the
length of the simulation, in this case T = 12 days. For the
CAM intercomparison in this paper, we use R = a, where a
is the radius of the Earth. The initial tracer is a Gaussian hill,
located at (π,0). The Gaussian hill is described by (Levy et
al., 2007)
q(λ,φ) = exp
n
−r0
h
( ˜ X−Xc)2 +( ˜ Y −Yc)2 +( ˜ Z −Zc)2
io
, (16)
where
( ˜ X, ˜ Y, ˜ Z) = (cosφcosλ,cosφsinλ,sinφ), (17)
and Xc, Yc and Zc are calculated using Eq. (17) and the
tracer center (λc,φc) = (π,0) in place of λ and φ. The di-
mensionless parameter r0 = 6 determines the width of the
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Fig. 2. As Fig. 1 but for test 2.
Gaussian hill. Figure 1 shows the initial tracer, the CAM-
FV reference solution, the reference solution averaged onto
the coarse 2◦×2◦ resolution grid and the velocities for test 1.
A time step of 30s is used to calculate the reference solution
for each test.
Test 2
The second test is an extension of the ﬁrst deformation test
from Nair and Lauritzen (2010); the time dependent term
is removed, and the tracer is stretched out in a spiral. After
some time, the tracer will be stretched below the grid scale of
the coarse grid. The streamfunction and velocities are given
by
ψ(λ,φ) = RKsin2(λ/2)cos2(φ), (18)
u(λ,φ) = Ksin2(λ/2)sin(2φ), (19)
v(λ,φ) =
K
2
sin(λ)cos(φ), (20)
with K = 38R/T, and T = 12 days. The initial tracer is
a Gaussian hill, located at (λc,φc) = (3π/2,0) with r0 = 5
in Eq. (16). The initial tracer, the reference solution using
CAM-FV on the 0.125◦×0.125◦ grid, the reference solution
averaged onto the coarse grid of 2◦ ×2◦ resolution, and the
velocities are shown in Fig. 2 for test 2.
Test 3
The third test is designed to challenge the advection
schemes’ ability to handle small scale tracer ﬁlaments as
they are transported across the poles. This is important be-
cause some errors when solving advection problems on the
sphere, especially on a latitude-longitude grid, are due to the
pole points. The test is similar in design to the moving vor-
tex problem proposed by Nair and Jablonowski (2008); it is
a mix between polar vortices and a solid body rotation over
the poles. The streamfunction and velocities are given as
ψ(λ,φ) =
RK
2
cos(2φ)−RU0cos(φ)cos(λ−π), (21)
u(λ,φ) = Ksin(2φ)−U0sin(φ)cos(λ−π), (22)
v(λ,φ) = U0sin(λ−π), (23)
with K = 10R/T and U0 = 4πR/T. This test is also run for
T = 12 days. The initial tracer is a Gaussian hill, centered at
(λc,φc) = (3π/2,π/4), with r0 = 10 in Eq. (16). The initial
tracer, the CAM-FV reference solution, the reference solu-
tion averaged onto the coarse 2◦ ×2◦ resolution grid and the
velocities are shown in Fig. 3 for test 3.
4.2 Separate cells test
Test 4
To test whether the diffusion in the tracer transport scheme of
a dynamical core shows unphysical characteristics, the ﬁnal
two-dimensional test is designed such that there are two ﬂow
cells separated by a barrier. The tracer is initialized in the
western hemisphere, and due to the analytically prescribed
velocities no mass should move into the eastern hemisphere.
The amount of mass in the eastern hemisphere at the end of
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Fig. 3. As Fig. 1 but for test 3.
thetestwillshowwhetherthecharacteristicsofthenumerical
scheme are unphysical.
The initial velocities for the separate cells test are from
test case 2 from Nair and Lauritzen (2010) without the time
dependent terms, and are given as
ψ(λ,φ) = RKsin2(λ)cos2(φ), (24)
u(λ,φ) = Ksin2(λ)sin(2φ), (25)
v(λ,φ) = Ksin(2λ)cos(φ). (26)
The magnitude of the velocity is K = 16R/T, and the
simulation is run for T = 24 days. There are two sets of
initial tracers; cosine bells and slotted cylinders. The two
cosine bells are centered at (λc1,φc1) = (17π/96,π/8) and
(λc2,φc2) = (79π/96,−π/8). The cosine bell is deﬁned as
q(λ,φ) =

h if r ≤ d,
0 otherwise, (27)
where
h =
1
2
[1+cos(πr/d)], (28)
d = 0.5, and ri with i = 1,2 denotes the great circle distance
of a unit sphere
ri = arccos(sinφci sinφ +cosφci cosφcos(λ−λci)). (29)
The slotted cylinders are centered at the same points as the
cosine bells, and are deﬁned as
q(λ,φ) =

      
      
1 if ri ≤ 1
2 and |λ−λci| ≥ 1
12,
1 if r1 ≤ 1
2 and |λ−λc1| < 1
12
and φ −φc1 < − 5
24,
1 if r2 ≤ 1
2 and |λ−λc2| < 1
12
and φ −φc2 > 5
24,
0 otherwise,
(30)
The position of the barrier is along the longitude λ = π.
To change the position of the dividing barrier, we can replace
Eq. (24) with
ψ(λ,φ) = Ksin2(λ−λB)cos2(φ), (31)
where λB is the deviation of the barrier from λ = π. The
tracer centers become (λc,φc) = (17π/96+λB,π/8) and
(79π/96+λB,−π/8).
4.3 Numerical effect of the subgrid terms
Using the tests described above, we can numerically inves-
tigate the effect of the subgrid terms of the discrete advec-
tion Eq. (6) on tracer variance. On a high-resolution grid we
run the above tests, and at 6 hour intervals we average onto
coarser resolution grids (i.e. 1/2◦×1/2◦, 1◦×1◦, 2◦×2◦ and
4◦ ×4◦). For each coarse resolution grid, we calculate the
normalized tracer variance of the reference solution and plot
it as a time series. The normalized tracer variance is calcu-
lated by dividing Eq. (8) by
R
A ¯ ρdA. The reference solution
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Fig. 4. Normalized tracer variance against time for the CAM-FV high resolution (HR) reference solution, and the reference solution averaged
onto the coarse grids, for (a) test 1, and (b) test 2.
Fig. 5. Entropy diagnostic ls against time for test 2 for (a) the CAM-FV reference solution, and the reference solution averaged onto coarser
grids, and (b) the (HR) CAM-FV reference solution, (CR) reference solution averaged onto the coarse grid, CAM-FV at 2◦ ×2◦ resolution
with the (1st) 1st-order, (vL) van Leer, (LW) Lax–Wendroff, and PPM with the default limiter schemes, CAM-EUL at T85 resolution and
CAM-SE. Note the different scales on the y-axis.
contains the effects of scales that cannot be resolved on the
coarser grids, and will show the effects of the subgrid scales
on tracer variance.
The normalized tracer variance is plotted against time in
Fig. 4 for tests 1 and 2. The tracer variance for the refer-
ence solution and the reference solution averaged onto the
coarse grids are shown. The reference solution almost con-
serves tracer variance. Averaging the reference solution to
the coarse grids provides a solution that contains the ef-
fects of scales smaller than the grid, i.e. equivalent to solv-
ing Eq. (6) exactly. The amount of tracer variance decreases
with time, for both tests, when the solution is averaged onto
the coarse 1/2◦ ×1/2◦, 1◦ ×1◦, 2◦ ×2◦ and 4◦ ×4◦ grids.
This shows that tracer variance is not conserved in the dis-
crete equations, and that it must cascade downscale to scales
that are not resolved on the coarse grids.
The left plot of Fig. 5 shows the entropy diagnostic, ls,
plotted against time for the reference solution and the refer-
ence solution averaged onto the coarse grids for test 2. For
the reference solution ls = 0 for all time. As the reference so-
lution is averaged onto the coarser grid ls increases with time,
showing that entropy is being produced. This shows that an
effect of the cascade to unresolved scales is the production of
entropy.
5 Results using CAM
The ﬁnal tracer mixing ratios when using the schemes de-
scribed in Sect. 2, on the 2◦ ×2◦ resolution grid for CAM-
FV, T85 resolution for CAM-EUL and ne16np4 resolution
forCAM-SE,areshowninFig.6fortest1.Thetracermixing
ratios are shown at time t = T and can be compared with the
reference solution averaged onto the coarse resolution grid
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Fig. 6. Tracer mixing ratio results using CAM for test 1 at time t = T. CAM-FV using (a) ﬁrst-order, (b) van-Leer, (c) Lax–Wendroff and
(d) PPM with the default limiter, and (e) CAM-EUL, and (f) CAM-SE. These plots can be compared with the reference solution averaged
onto the coarse resolution grid in Fig. 1. The maximum tracer mixing ratio values are (a) 0.311, (b) 0.832, (c) 0.854, (d) 0.886, (e) 0.865,
and (f) 1.00. Note that the maximum of the CAM-FV reference solution averaged onto the 2◦ ×2◦ resolution grid is 0.9974.
shown in Fig. 1. For this test we also show the results for
the different numerical ﬂuxes in CAM-FV; ﬁrst-order, van-
Leer and Lax–Wendroff. Although these numerical methods
would not be used operationally, the results highlight the ef-
fects of both too much and too little diffusion.
For CAM-FV, the ﬁrst-order scheme has over diffused the
tracer, and the thin tracer ﬁlaments have been merged into
one. The Lax–Wendroff scheme has produced dispersion er-
rorsthatpropagatethroughoutthedomainandcausenegative
undershoots. Neither of these schemes are able to capture the
subgrid term and correctly model the cascade to unresolved
scales. The van Leer scheme is less diffusive than ﬁrst-order,
but it has diffused more of the tracer mass in the center of
the domain than CAM-FV with PPM and the default limiter.
The solutions for CAM-FV with PPM and the default lim-
iter, CAM-EUL and CAM-SE are very similar. They have
each successfully reproduced the large scale tracer mass in
the center of the domain, although each scheme has also
smoothed out the stretched tracer ﬁlaments. CAM-SE has the
largest maximum and steepest gradients of the tracer mass in
the center of the domain, with the maximum value exceed-
ing that of the reference solution. This overshoot occurs in
CAM-SE because the limiter chosen in this test is only posi-
tive deﬁnite, and does not guarantee monotonicity.
Figure 7 shows the results for test 2. Each of the schemes
spreads out the tracer more than the reference solution.
CAM-EUL has begun to merge two of the ﬁlaments into
one (note that CAM-EUL is tested with a slightly ﬁner grid
spacing of about 156km and therefore can resolve more of
the tracer than CAM-FV and CAM-SE). Both CAM-SE and
CAM-FVkeeptheﬁlamentsofthetracerspiralmoredistinct.
All three schemes diffuse the tail end of the tracer. CAM-SE
has the largest mixing ratio maximum with a value of 0.368,
compared to 0.301 for CAM-FV and 0.259 for CAM-EUL.
Test 3, shown in Fig. 8, is designed to challenge the ad-
vection algorithm for cross-polar ﬂow, and this is relevant
to schemes designed on latitude-longitude grids (e.g. CAM-
FV). As with tests 1 and 2, CAM-EUL is the most diffu-
sive of the CAM dynamical cores. No dynamical core ex-
periences signiﬁcant problems while modeling the stretched
out tracer as it passes over the poles.
At each time step the normalized l2 error norms can be
calculated for the mixing ratios q. The high resolution ref-
erence solution is averaged onto the coarse grid used by the
dynamical cores (e.g. 2◦×2◦ for CAM-FV and the GECoRe
remapped CAM-SE, and the 128×256 Gaussian transform
grid for CAM-EUL), and this is used as the reference solu-
tion on the coarse grid, qC. The normalized l2 error norm is
then calculated as
l2 =
"
I[(q −qC)2]
I[(qC)2]
#1
2
, (32)
where I is the global two-dimensional integral (as in
Williamson et al., 1992).
The normalized l2 error norms for tests 1 and 2 are plot-
ted against time in Fig. 9. For test 1 we include the error
norms of the different numerical ﬂuxes in CAM-FV. The
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Fig. 7. Tracer mixing ratio results using, (a) CAM-EUL, (b) CAM-FV (PPM) and (c) CAM-SE for test 2 at time t = T. These plots can be
compared with the reference solution averaged onto the coarse resolution grid in Fig. 2.
Fig. 8. Tracer mixing ratio results using (a) CAM-EUL, (b) CAM-FV and (c) CAM-SE for test 3 at time t = T. These plots can be compared
with the reference solution averaged onto the coarse resolution grid in Fig. 3.
van Leer scheme and PPM with the default limiter have the
smallest error norms for CAM-FV. The largest error norms
are for the ﬁrst-order scheme and Lax–Wendroff. This is
because the ﬁrst-order scheme is very diffusive, and the
Lax–Wendroff scheme is predominantly dispersive. Neither
scheme accurately models the downscale cascade. The ﬁrst-
order scheme diffuses both large and small scales, whereas
the Lax–Wendroff scheme does not prevent the build up of
grid scale noise (it ampliﬁes the grid scale features instead
of diffusing them). Out of the operational dynamical cores,
CAM-EUL produces the largest error norms, even though
CAM-EUL is tested on a higher resolution grid than CAM-
FV and CAM-SE. CAM-SE has the smallest error norm for
test 2, however, during test 1 the error rises above that of
CAM-FV. This may be due to the overshoots producing the
large maximum found in the tracer mass in the center of the
domain.
Figure 10 shows the normalized tracer variance against
time for each scheme for tests 1 and 2. Also shown are the
normalized tracer variance statistics for the CAM-FV refer-
ence solution, and for the reference solution averaged onto
the 2◦×2◦ grid. For each test case, the reference solution al-
most conserves tracer variance. This shows that the tests are
almost completely “resolved” on the 1/8◦ ×1/8◦ grid, and,
when considering the error norm of the reference solution
for the deformation test (Nair and Lauritzen, 2010), that the
solution is accurate. The averaged reference solution shows
a decrease in tracer variance with time. This indicates that
tracer variance is being transferred to scales that cannot be
resolvedonthe2◦×2◦ grid;i.e.adownscalecascadeoftracer
variance.
Again, we include the results for the different numerical
ﬂuxes in CAM-FV for test 1. The diffusion in the ﬁrst-order
scheme is evident, as the tracer variance drops off steeply and
approaches zero. The van Leer scheme is the next most dif-
fusive scheme. The Lax–Wendroff scheme does not dissipate
tracer variance, and therefore the tracer variance is greater
than that of the reference solution averaged onto the coarse
grid.Forthedynamicalcores,CAM-EULdissipatesthemost
tracer variance. CAM-SE has good tracer variance statistics
for test 2, but as with the error norms it performs worse for
test 1. The tracer variance for each of these schemes is less
than that of the reference solution averaged onto the coarse
grid. This implies that each of the schemes are dissipating
too much tracer variance. For test 3 both the error norms
and the normalized tracer variance for CAM-FV, CAM-EUL
and CAM-SE are similar to the results from test 2 (and are
therefore not shown). For example, the normalized l2 error
norms at day 12 are 0.541, 0.625 and 0.498, for CAM-FV,
CAM-EUL and CAM-SE, respectively. This indicates that
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Fig. 9. Normalized l2 error norms against time for (a) CAM-FV at 2◦ ×2◦ resolution with the (1st) 1st-order, (vL) van Leer, (LW) Lax–
Wendroff, and PPM with the default limiter schemes, CAM-EUL at T85 resolution and CAM-SE for test 1, and for (b) the default versions
of CAM-FV, CAM-EUL and CAM-SE for test 2.
Fig. 10. Normalized tracer variance against time for (a) the (HR) CAM-FV reference solution, (CR) reference solution averaged onto the
coarse grid, CAM-FV at 2◦ ×2◦ resolution with the (1st) 1st-order, (vL) van Leer, (LW) Lax–Wendroff, and PPM with the default limiter
schemes, CAM-EUL at T85 resolution and CAM-SE, for test 1, and for (b) the (HR) CAM-FV reference solution, (CR) reference solution
averaged onto the coarse grid, and the default versions of CAM-FV, CAM-EUL and CAM-SE for test 2.
the cross-polar component does not affect the accuracy of
the advection schemes in the CAM dynamical cores.
The entropy diagnostic for each scheme for test 2 is plot-
ted against time in the right plot of Fig. 5. These results agree
with those from the tracer variance statistics. The ﬁrst-order
scheme creates too much entropy due to the excessive im-
plicit diffusion in the scheme. The Lax–Wendroff scheme
produces the least amount of entropy of the schemes, and
at t ≈ 2 days has negative values for ls. This means that the
amount of entropy is decreasing at this time, due to the dis-
persion errors in the Lax–Wendroff scheme dominating any
numerical mixing. CAM-FV with the van Leer scheme and
with PPM, and CAM-EUL and CAM-SE all produce more
entropy than the reference solution averaged onto the coarse
grid.Theentropydiagnosticsfortests1and3producealmost
identical results.
For test 4 there is no need to compare with a high-
resolution reference solution. Physically, there should be no
mass in the eastern hemisphere. Any mass in the eastern
hemisphere in the numerical simulations must be due to nu-
merical error, such as dispersion errors propagating across
the divide, excessive diffusion that spreads the tracer across
the divide or errors due to the position of the grid cells com-
pared to the dividing barrier. We use each of the numerical
ﬂuxes for CAM-FV. Using the cosine bell initial tracers after
24 days, the Lax–Wendroff scheme again produces disper-
sion errors that have propagated across the whole domain.
The other schemes are all diffusive, and they have spread out
the tracers as they are stretched and deformed; the individual
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Fig. 11. Tracer mixing ratio results for Test 4. At time t = T, CAM-FV (a) 1st-order, (b) van Leer, (c) Lax–Wendroff, and (d) PPM with the
default limiter, (e) CAM-EUL and (f) CAM-SE. The contours use a log scale.
Table 1. Percentage of mass in the eastern hemisphere for test 4.
Cosine Bell Slotted Cylinder
First-Order 9.03×10−3 3.04×10−2
van Leer 5.79×10−5 6.37×10−4
Lax–Wendroff 1.53×10−4 3.10×10−2
CAM-FV (PPM) 5.43×10−5 1.03×10−3
CAM-EUL 3.80×10−5 1.69×10−3
CAM-SE 1.21×10−3 1.67×10−2
tracer ﬁlaments have all been smoothed into one “ring”. The
resultsusingtheslottedcylindertracersaresimilar.Figure11
shows the tracer mixing ratios at day 24 for the cosine bell
initial conditions, using a log scale for the contours. This
quite clearly shows that each of the schemes have allowed
mass to move into the eastern hemisphere. Much of the mass
actually passes across the poles. For CAM-FV on 2◦ ×2◦
resolution, the dividing barrier lies across the center point
of the grid cells at λ = π. This means that any mass that
falls into these grid cells in the western hemisphere will be
represented as being in both hemispheres due to the nature
of the ﬁnite-volume grid cell on the latitude-longitude grid.
Similarly, for the cubed sphere grid used with CAM-SE, the
dividing barrier is not aligned with the edges of the cubed
sphere grid cells. As the grid cells near the poles are much
larger than on the corresponding latitude-longitude grid, this
allows more mass to be passed from west to east. This results
in a large amount of mass in the eastern hemisphere when us-
ing CAM-SE.
We calculate the percentage of the tracer mass that is in
the eastern hemisphere. As the Lax–Wendroff scheme pro-
duces negative values, we use the absolute value of the tracer
mixing ratio. The results for the cosine bells and the slot-
ted cylinder initial conditions are given in Table 1. Although
the values are much less than 1%, physically they should
be exactly zero. The ﬁrst-order scheme has the largest val-
ues, due to the excessive diffusion spreading the tracer across
the divide. The Lax–Wendroff scheme also has large val-
ues, and this is due to the dispersive nature of the scheme.
CAM-SE has also produced large amounts of mass in the
eastern hemisphere, however, as stated above, this is mainly
due to the cubed sphere grid. The van Leer scheme, CAM-
FV with PPM with the default limiter and CAM-EUL have
much smaller values. Even so, the fact that they are greater
than zero shows that at some time up to day 24, the diffu-
sion inherent in these schemes violates the barrier between
the eastern and western hemispheres.
6 Conclusions
Tracer advection algorithms need challenging test cases to
show how well they perform when there is a downscale cas-
cade of tracer variance, a process that needs to be accurately
modelled in dynamical cores of weather and climate models.
We have extended the existing literature to develop three test
cases that stretch the tracers below the grid scale and gen-
erate a downscale cascade. High-resolution simulations pro-
vide a reference solution that can numerically show the effect
of these subgrid terms, and the downscale cascade of tracer
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variance. Some form of diffusion is required by the numer-
ical schemes to act as a subgrid model, prevent noise at the
grid scale, and correctly model the downscale tracer variance
cascade. We have designed a fourth test case that highlights
some of the unphysical characteristics of diffusion in tracer
advection algorithms. Two separate ﬂow cells are initialized
so that no mass should cross the barrier between the cells.
Any tracer mass that passes the barrier is due to unphysical
numerical error.
We use these tests to determine the accuracy of the hori-
zontal tracer transport algorithms in three dynamical cores of
NCAR’s CAM version 5: CAM-FV, CAM-EUL and CAM-
SE. We use error norms, normalized tracer variance statis-
tics and entropy diagnostics as methods of comparison. A
number of different ﬂux operators are used with the Lin-
Rood method in CAM-FV to highlight different character-
istics of advection schemes. The ﬁrst-order scheme always
over-diffuses the tracers, and this shows that too much dif-
fusion does not model the small scales accurately and can
destroy large scale features of the ﬂow. The Lax–Wendroff
schemeispredominantlydispersiveandcouldnotcapturethe
cascade to unresolved scales because there is no dominant
diffusive mechanism to dissipate tracer variance. For some
tests the Lax–Wendroff scheme appears to have good tracer
variance statistics and entropy diagnostics. However, the cor-
responding error norms show that the Lax–Wendroff scheme
actually performs badly, and this shows that we should use a
range of measurements to validate the accuracy of a scheme.
The van Leer scheme performs well, but is always less accu-
ratethanthedefaultoptioninCAM-FV(PPMandthedefault
limiter). The operational CAM-FV performs well, and cap-
tures some of the downscale tracer variance cascade through
the implicit diffusion due to the limiter in PPM. The mixture
of limiters and hyper-diffusion in CAM-SE produces good
tracer variance statistics, and a solution without noise. How-
ever, as CAM-SE uses a “positive-deﬁnite” constraint over-
shoots can occur, and this reduces the accuracy for test 1.
In their default conﬁgurations both CAM-FV and CAM-SE
outperform CAM-EUL. This is due to the semi-Lagrangian
scheme in CAM-EUL being more diffusive than the tracer
transport schemes in CAM-FV and CAM-SE. For each test,
all three of the CAM dynamical cores dissipates more tracer
variance than the reference solution averaged onto the corre-
sponding coarse grid.
All of the schemes produce tracer mass that crosses a
prescribed barrier when performing the separate ﬂow cells
test. This is due to dispersion errors (in the Lax–Wendroff
scheme), diffusion spreading the tracer across the divide, and
also the alignment of grid cells with the barrier. This shows
that although CAM-FV, CAM-EUL and CAM-SE were able
to model the downscale tracer variance cascade, the type of
diffusion in these schemes (both implicit and explicit) vio-
lates the barrier between the two ﬂow cells, and in that sense
becomes unphysical at some point before day 24 of the sep-
arate ﬂow cells test.
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